
Introduction: Media as Historical Subjects

Lis t\ G-rrELIAAt,n)

This book examines the ways that media—and particularly new media—are experi-
enced and studied as historical subjects. It uses the examples of recorded sound ("new"
between 1878 and 1910) and the World Wide Web, since the Web is a core instance

or application of what are today familiarly and collectively referred to as "new media." In
pairing these examples, I begin with the truism that all media were once new as well as
the assumption, widely shared by others, that looking into the novelty years, transitional
states, and identity crises of different media stands to tell us much, both about the course

of media history and about the broad conditions by which media and communication are
and have been shaped.' Though presented chronologically in parts I and II, the histories

of recorded sound and digital networking rendered here are intended to speak to one

other. In particular, I mean to turn "The Case of Phonographs" against "The Question of
the Web," and thereby challenge readers to imagine what a meaningful history of today's
new media might eventually look like as well as to think about how accounts of media in

general should be written.

This, then, is a book about the ways scholars and critics do media history, but it is more
importantly about the ways that people experience meaning, how they perceive the

world and communicate with each other, and how they distinguish the past and identify
culture. Different versions and styles of media history do make a difference. Is the history

of media first and foremost the history of technological methods and devices? Or is the
history of media better understood as the story of modern ideas of communication? Or
is it about modes and habits of perception? Or about political choices and structures?
Should we be looking for a sequence of separate "ages" with ruptures, revolutions, or par-

adigm shifts in between, or should we be seeing more of an evolution? A progress? Differ-
ent answers to questions like these suggest different intellectual projects, and they have
practical ramifications for the ways that media history gets researched and written. Some
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accounts of media history offer a sequence of inventors and machines, others trace the
development of ideas or epistemologies, and still others chart a changing set of social

practices, while many combine elements of several such approaches. In each case, history

comes freighted with a host of assumptions about what is important and what isn't

about who is significant and who isn't—as well as about the meanings of media, qualities
of human communication, and causal mechanisms that account for historical change. If
there is a prevailing mode in general circulation today, I think it is a tendency to natural-

ize or essentialize media 	 in short, to cede to them a history that is more powerfully

theirs than ours.
Naturalizing, essentializing, or ceding agency to media is something that happens at a

lexical level every time anyone says "the media" in English, as if media were a unified nat-
ural entity, like the wind. This turn of phrase doubtlessly comes about because of widely
shared perceptions that today's news and entertainment outlets together comprise a rel-

atively unified institution. So one refers to what "the Media" is doing in the same spirit
that one might refer to what "Big Oil" is up to or how the NASDAQ is performing this

month. Forget that the word media is rightly plural, not singular. Media are. A medium

is. And added to the indisputable if thus tacitly granted consolidation of their corporate

ownership, there is another reason why the word media gets used so vaguely of late. Me-

dia are frequently identified as or with technologies, and one of the burdens of moder-

nity seems to be the tendency to essentialize or grant agency to technology. Here is a
simple example: when the Hubble Space Telescope was launched in 1990, it was found

to have an incorrectly ground mirror, so that it presented a distorted view of space. My
daily newspaper reported at the time that the telescope "needs glasses," making a joke of
the fact that in effect, the telescope is glasses already. It is a medium. It doesn't squint
around on its own except in a metaphoric sense; it mediates between our eyes and the

sites of space that it helps us to experience as sights. Other, much less obvious and less

cartoony versions of the same confusion tend to crop up in works by media theorists
when technology appears as a form of evidence, a matter I shall return to below.

It pays to be careful with language, and yet media seem to be hard to talk or write about
with much precision. For that reason, I begin here by working out a broad definition of

media before offering an introduction to both the specific case of early recorded sound,
and my larger argument about media and doing media history. My purpose is to be as
clear as possible in challenging the ways that I think today's new media, in particular, tend

casually to be conceived of as what might be called the end of media history. In thus adapt-
ing the phrase "the end of history," I adapt the title of an influential article and book by
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Francis Fukuyama. Fukuyama proposed what he described as "a coherent and directional

History of mankind that will eventually lead the greater part of humanity to liberal democ-
racy" (1992, xii). ("Liberal" in this context means committed to an open, laissez-faire

market.) With the cold war over and capitalism ascendant, Fukuyama argued, the end of

that History, with a capital H, was more clearly in sight. Whatever the ultimate fate of

this thesis 	 the controversy it sparked was both trenchant and varied—my point is that
media, somewhat like Fukuyama's "mankind," tend unthinkingly to be regarded as head-

ing a certain "coherent and directional" way along an inevitable path, a History, toward a

specific and not-so-distant end. Today, the imagination of that end point in the United
States remains uncritically replete with confidence in liberal democracy, and has been
most uniquely characterized by the cheerful expectation that digital media are all con-

verging toward some harmonious combination or global "synergy," if not also toward
some perfect reconciliation of "man" and machine. I note cheerfulness because the same
view has not always been so happy. Distributed digital networks have long been described
as the ultimate medium in another sense: collectively, they are the medium that can sur-
vive thermonuclear war.

This overdetermined sense of reaching the end of media history is probably what ac-

counts for the oddly perennial newness of today's new media. It lingers behind the notion
that modernism is now "complete" and familiar temporal sensibilities are at an end.' And

it accounts as well for the many popular histories and documentaries with titles like The

History of the Future, A Brief History of the Future, and Inventing the Future. In scholarship the
same sense of ending appears, for instance, in Friedrich A. Kittler's admittedly "mourn-
ful" proposition that "the general digitization of channels and information erases the differ-

ences among individual media" so that soon, "a total media link on a digital base will erase
the very concept of medium" (1999, l —2). 3 Likewise, according to Peter Lunenfeld, the
digital offers "the universal solvent into which all difference of media dissolves into a puls-

ing stream of bits and bytes" (1999, 7), effectively suggesting "an end to the end-games of

the postmodern era" (2000, xxii). By these accounts, media are the disappearing subjects
of the very history they motivate.

Let me clarify: all historical subjects are certainly not alike. The histories of science and

art, for instance, differ considerably in the construction of their respective subjects. The
art historical object from long ago—a vase, painting, or sculpture--is still art today,
however much tastes may have changed. But the scientific object from long ago---curing
by leeches, the ether, a geocentric solar system, and so on 	 -isn't science at all. It is myth
or fiction. Which kind of historical subjects are media? Are they more like nonscientific
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or scientific objects? The difference between the two is less about the way different kinds

of history get written than it is about a deeply held mental map that people share. A legacy
of the Enlightenment, this mental map by convention separates human culture from non-

human nature. 4 Art and other nonscientific pursuits arise from or represent culture,

while science represents nature (I am allowing for a lot of play in that word represents).

All of the modern disciplines are implicated. Some branches of knowledge, like anthro-
pology, highlight the problems of even making the distinction, since the first generations
of anthropologists tended to treat culture as if it were nature. Other disciplines, like his-

tory itself, illuminate the casual force with which the distinction gets deployed, since the

term history denotes both the thing we are doing to the past and the past we are doing

it to. This linguistic fact of English is equally apparent in the "two uneven but symbolic
halves" of every history book. Every history book has an outside introduction, like the

one you are reading, as well as an inside or body. In the first, the author explains the plan
of her research, and in the second she offers her results, the details of the past at which

she has arrived. S The combination becomes effective partly to the degree that the split is

taken unreflectively by her readers to echo that culture /nature distinction, the outside

artfully made and the inside ("just the facts") truthfully, exactingly rendered.
Media muddy the map. Like old art, old media remain meaningful. Think of medieval

manuscripts, eight-track tapes, and rotary phones, or semaphores, stereoscopes, and punch-

card programming: only antiquarians use them, but they are all recognizable as media.
Yet like old science, old media also seem unacceptably unreal. Neither silent film nor
black-and-white television seems right anymore, except as a throwback. Like acoustic

(nonelectronic) analog recordings, they just don't do the job. The "job" in question is

largely though not exclusively one of representation, and a lot of the muddiness of me-
dia as historical subjects arises from their entanglement with this swing term. Media are

so integral to a sense of what representation itself is, and what counts as adequate—and

thereby commodifiable—representation, that they share some of the conventional attri-

butes of both art historical objects and scientific ones. Even media that seem less involved
with representation than with transmission, like telegraphs, offer keenly persuasive rep-

resentations of text, space /time, and human presence, in the form of code, connection,
and what critics today call "telepresence," that feeling that there's someone else out there

on the other end of the line. 6 It is not just that each new medium represents its prede-

cessors, as Marshall McLuhan noted long ago, but rather, as Rick Altman (1984, 121)
elaborates, that media represent and delimit representing, so that new media provide

new sites for the ongoing and vernacular experience of representation as such.
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Media as Historical Subjects

When I say that this is a book about media as historical subjects, I mean to motivate

just this complexity. If history is a term that means both what happened in the past and the

varied practices of representing that past, then media are historical at several different
levels. First, media are themselves denizens of the past. Even the newest new media to-

day come from somewhere, whether that somewhere gets described broadly as a matter

of supervening social necessity, or narrowly in reference to some proverbial drawing board
and a round or two of beta testing.' But media are also historical because they are func-
tionally integral to a sense of pastness. Not only do people regularly learn about the past
by means of media representations—books, films, and so on 	 using media also involves
implicit encounters with the past that produced the representations in question. These
implicit encounters with the past take many forms. A photograph, for instance, offers a
two-dimensional, visual representation of its subject, but it also stands uniquely as evi-
dence, an index, because that photograph was caused in the moment of the past that it rep-

resents. Other encounters with the past can be less clear, less causal, and less indexical,
as when the viewers of a television newscast are "taken live" to the outside of a building
where something happened a little while ago, or when digital images recomplicate the
notion of a photographic index altogether.

As my allusion to the Hubble Space Telescope suggests, one helpful way to think of
media may be as the scientific instruments of a society at large. Since the late seventeenth
century, scientific instruments have emerged as matters of consensus within a community

of like-minded and fairly well-to-do people, eventually called scientists. If one scientist
or a group of scientists invents a new instrument, they must demonstrate persuasively
that the instrument does or means what they say, that it represents the kind and order of

phenomena they intend. Other scientists start using the instrument, and ideally, its gen-
eral acceptance soon helps to make it a transparent fact of scientific practice. Now scien-

tists everywhere use the air pump, say, or the electrophoresis gel without thinking about

it. They look through the instrument the way one looks through a telescope, without get-
ting caught up in battles already won over whether and how it does the job. The instru-
ment and all of its supporting protocols (norms about how and where one uses it, but also
standards like units of measure) have become self-evident as the result of social processes
that attend both laboratory practice and scientific publication.

Media technologies work this way too. Inventing, promoting, and using the first tele-
phones involved lots of self-conscious attention to telephony. But today, people converse

through the phone without giving it a moment's thought. The technology and all of its
supporting protocols (that you answer "Hello?" and that you pay the company, but also
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standards like touch-tones and twelve-volt lines) have become self-evident as the result of 	 tion

social processes, including the habits associated with other, related media. Self-evidence	 by 1

or transparency may seem less important to video games, radio programs, or pulp fiction 	 tocc

than to telephones, yet as critics have long noted, the success of all media depends at some 	 get

level on inattention or "blindness" to the media technologies themselves (and all of their 	 hee(

supporting protocols) in favor of attention to the phenomena, "the content:' that they	 pop]

represent for users' edification or enjoyment.' When one uses antique media like stere- 	 telel

()scopes, when one encounters unfamiliar protocols, like using a pay telephone abroad, 	 The

or when media break down, like the Hubble Space Telescope, forgotten questions about 	 men

whether and how media do the job can bubble to the surface. 	 usec

	

When media are new, they offer a look into the different ways that their jobs get con-	 ing

structed as such. Of particular interest in this book are the media that variously do the 	 as it

job of inscription. Like other media, inscriptive media represent, but the representations 	 in w
(‘they entail and circulate are crucially material as well as semiotic. Unlike radio signals, 	 "con

for instance, inscriptions are stable and savable. Inscriptions don't disappear into the air 	 rese t

the way that broadcasts do (though radio and television can of course be taped 	 that is,	 tent

inscribed). The difference seems obvious, but it is important to note that the stability and 	 be c(

savability of inscriptions are qualities that arise socially as well as perceptually. The defin- 	 plat

ing fixity of print as a form of inscription, for example, turns out to have arisen as a so- 	 by n

cial consequence of early modern print circulation as much as from any perceptual or 	 I

epistemological conditions inherent to printed editions in distinction from manuscript 	 clud,

copies. Likewise, the defining scientific or self-evident qualities of landscape photogra- 	 tion

phy turn out to have resulted from nineteenth-century practices of illustration and nar- 	 map

ration as much as from any precision inherent to photographs in distinction from painted	 uniq

panoramas or other forms.' The introduction of new media, these instances suggest, is 	 not t

never entirely revolutionary: new media are less points of epistemic rupture than they are	 their

socially embedded sites for the ongoing negotiation of meaning as such. Comparing and 	 24) r

contrasting new media thus stand to offer a view of negotiability in itself 	 a view, that	 be m

is, of the contested relations of force that determine the pathways by which new media

may eventually become old hat. 	 callir

	

One of the advantages of drawing this analogy between scientific instruments and me- 	 whic

dia is that it helps to locate media at the intersection of authority and amnesia. Just as sci- 	 expr,

ence enjoys an authority by virtue of its separation from politics and the larger social 	 cluck

sphere, media become authoritative as the social processes of their definition and dis- 	 the IA

semination are separated out or forgotten, and as the social processes of protocol forma- 	 orate
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tion and acceptance get ignored. '° One might even say that a supporting protocol shared
by both science and media is the eventual abnegation and invisibility of supporting pro-

tocols." Science and media become transparent when scientists and society at large for-

get many of the norms and standards they are heeding, and then forget that they are
heeding norms and standards at all. Yet transparency is always chimerical. As much as
people may converse through a telephone and forget the telephone itself, the context of

telephoning makes all kinds of difference to the things they say and the way they say them.

The same is also true of science: geneticists use drosophila (fruit flies) as a kind of instru-
ment, and genetics itself would be substantively different if a different organism were
used. ' 2 The particular authority of science makes this an uncomfortable claim, so cross-
ing over to the other half of the collective mental map renders the point more clearly. Just

as it makes no sense to appreciate an artwork without attending to its medium (painted

in watercolors or oils? sculpted in granite or Styrofoam?), it makes no sense to think about
"content" without attending to the medium that both communicates that content and rep-

resents or helps to set the limits of what that content can consist of. Even when the con-
tent in question is what has for the last century or so been termed "information," it cannot
be considered "free of" or apart from the media that help to define it. However common-
place it is to think of information as separable from, cleanly contained in, or uninformed

by media, such thinking merely redoubles a structural amnesia that already pertains."
I define media as socially realized structures of communication, where structures in-

clude both technological forms and their associated protocols, and where communica-
tion is a cultural practice, a ritualized collocation of different people on the same mental

map, sharing or engaged with popular ontologies of representation. 14 As such, media are
unique and complicated historical subjects. Their histories must be social and cultural,
not the stories of how one technology leads to another, or of isolated geniuses working

their magic on the world. Any full accounting will require, as William Uricchio (2003,
24) puts its, "an embrace of multiplicity, complexity and even contradiction if sense is to
be made of such" pervasive and dynamic cultural phenomena.

Defining media this way admittedly keeps things muddy. If media include what I am

calling protocols, they include a vast clutter of normative rules and default conditions,
which gather and adhere like a nebulous array around a technological nucleus. Protocols

express a huge variety of social, economic, and material relationships. So telephony in-
cludes the salutation "Hello?" (for English speakers, at least), the monthly billing cycle, and

the wires and cables that materially connect our phones. E-mail includes all of the elab-

orately layered technical protocols and interconnected service providers that constitute
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the Internet, but it also includes both the QWERTY keyboards on which e-mail gets
"typed" and the shared sense people have of what the e-mail genre is. Cinema includes
everything from the sprocket holes that run along the sides of film to the widely shared

sense of being able to wait and see "films" at home on video. Some protocols get imposed,

by bodies like the National Institute of Standards and Technology or the International Or-
ganization for Standardization. Other protocols get effectively imposed, by corporate
giants like Microsoft, because of the market share they enjoy. But there are many others
that emerge at the grassroots level. Some seem to arrive sui generis, discrete and fully

formed, while many, like digital genres, video rentals, and computer keyboards, emerge

as complicated engagements among different media. And protocols are far from static.
Although they possess extraordinary inertia, norms and standards can and do change, be-
cause they are expressive of changeable social, economic, and material relationships.

Nor are technological nuclei as stable as I have just implied. Indeed, much of their co-
herence as nuclei may be heuristic. (That is, they only look that way when they get looked
at.) As Walter Benjamin (1999, 476) noted about historical subjects generally, "The pres-

ent determines where, in the object from the past, that object's fore-history and after-
history diverge so as to circumscribe its nucleus." So it is as much of a mistake to write
broadly of "the telephone," "the camera," or "the computer" as it is "the media," and of
now, somehow, "the Internet" and "the Web" 	 naturalizing or essentializing technol-
ogies as if they were unchanging, "immutable objects with given, self-defining properties"
around which changes swirl, and to or from which history proceeds. 15 Instead, it is better
to specify telephones in 1890 in the rural United States, broadcast telephones in Budapest

in the 1920s, or cellular, satellite, corded, and cordless landline telephones in North Amer-
ica at the beginning of the twenty-first century. Specificity is key. Rather than static, blunt,
and unchanging technology, every medium involves a "sequence of displacements and ob-
solescences, part of the delirious operations of modernization," as Jonathan Crary puts it

(1999, 13). Consider again how fast digital media are changing today. Media, it should be
clear, are very particular sites for very particular, importantly social as well as historically
and culturally specific experiences of meaning. For this reason, the primary mode of this
book is the case study.

For all of their particularity, media frequently get lumped together by different schools

of thought for overarching purposes. If media are sites for experiences of meaning
critics have pondered 	 to what degree are meaning and its experience determined or
circumscribed by technological conditions? To what extent are they imposed or structurally
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effected by a "culture industry," the combined interests of Hollywood, Bertelsmann,
AOL/Time Warner, and an ever dwindling number of multinational media conglomer-

ates? Or are experiences of meaning more rightly produced than determined and im-

posed? How might production in this case include the ordinary people (who experience

meanings) as well as the multinational industry, notwithstanding such a dramatic dispar-
ity in their power? 16 This sort of abstract puzzling does have a practical politics. If mean-

ings are imposed by industry, then policing media becomes a viable project: quashing
violence on television and labeling offensive lyrics will protect minors from harm and

lead to a decrease in violent crime. But if viewers and listeners themselves help variously,
literally, to produce the meanings they enjoy, then policing media is pretty much beside

the point. Viewers will make of violent content what they will. At stake are two differ-
ent versions of agency. Either media audiences lack agency or they possess it. Hardly any-
one would say the truth can't lie somewhere in between these two extremely reductive

positions, but legislators still have to vote either yes or no when the question comes up.

Related questions of agency are vital to media history. As I've already noted, there is

a tendency to treat media as the self-acting agents of their own history. Thus, Jay David
Bolter and Richard Grusin (1999, 15) write that new media present themselves

as refashioned and improved versions of other media. Digital media can best be understood
through the ways in which they honor, rival, and revise linear-perspective painting, pho-
tography, film, television, and print. No medium . . . seems to do its cultural work in
isolation from other media, any more than it works in isolation from other social and eco-
nomic forces. What is new about new media comes from the particular ways in which they
refashion older media and the ways in which older media refashion themselves to answer
the challenges of new media.

Here, Bolter and Grusin's identification of media as social and economic forces appears
amid a lot of syntax that seems to make media into intentional agents, as if media pur-

posefully refashion each other and "do cultural work?' However astute their readings of

the ways different media compare and contrast at a formal level, Bolter and Grusin have

trimmed out any mention of human agents, as if media were naturally the way they are,
without authors, designers, engineers, entrepreneurs, programmers, investors, owners,
or audiences. Of course Bolter and Grusin know better. 17 People just write this way, Ray-
mond Williams has suggested, because agency is so hard to specify; technological inno-

vation appears autonomous, Williams ([1974] 1992, 129) argues, "only to the extent that
we fail to identify and challenge its real agencies?'
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Ironically, though, critics who do celebrate the real agency of individual inventors
sometimes end up a lot like Bolter and Grusin. Kittler's media discourse analysis valorizes

Thomas Edison, offering several competing versions of the inventor's agency with regard
to the invention of recorded sound. "Edison's phonograph," according to Kittler (1999,
27), "was a by-product of the attempt to optimize telephony and telegraphy by saving

expensive copper cables." But Edison also "developed his phonograph in an attempt to
improve the processing speed of the Morse telegraph beyond human limitations," Kittler

notes, and he did so when "a Willis-type machine [for synthesizing sounds] gave him the
idea" and "a Scott-type machine [for drawing sound waves] pushed him towards its real-
ization" (190). Though these statements each sound convincing, complete with human

agents and human intentions, Kittler offers no evidence at all to support them. He might
have cited from some thousands of pages of existing documentation, from Edison's ex-
perimental notebooks or items of correspondence from 1877. Documents from that July,

for instance, indicate that Edison was struggling to improve the sibilant articulation of
Alexander Graham Bell's telephone. In one technical note from July 18 titled "Speaking
Telegraph," Edison (1994-, 443-4-44) comments, "Spkg [speaking] vibrations are indented

nicely" on waxed paper by "a diaphram [sic] having an embossing point," so that, he reasons,

he should be "able to store up & reproduce automatically at any future time the human

voice perfectly." This realization could be called the invention of the phonograph, and so
could a number of other related actions at Menlo Park, New Jersey, over the next few

months. My point is less that Kittler overstates and undercites than that he appears to be
arguing backward from what Geoffrey Winthrop-Young and Michael Wutz (1999, xiv)

term an "intrinsic technological logic"—a logic Kittler reads as inherent to the phono-

graph once it was already invented . 18 However extraordinarily rich his sense of media and
the "discourse networks" they help to support, it is as if Kittler doesn't need to persuade

his readers of details about why or how phonographs were invented because he already
knows what phonographs are, and therefore he knows what (and particularly how) they
mean. Again, that is to make a medium both evidence and cause of its own history.

In the pages that follow, I have resisted thinking of media themselves as social and eco-
nomic forces and have resisted the idea of an intrinsic technological logic. Media are
more properly the results of social and economic forces, so that any technological logic
they possess is only apparently intrinsic. That said, I have also resisted taking a reductively

antideterministic position. At certain levels, media are very influential, and their mate-

rial properties do (literally and figuratively) matter, determining some of the local condi-

tions of communication amid the broader circulations that at once express and constitute
social relations. This "materiality" of media is one of the things that interests me most.
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ors
	 The advantage of offering finely grained case studies is that it allows these complexities

	

zes	 to emerge. I have worked within narrow chronological brackets, both in treating the case

	

ird
	 of phonographs and that of digital networks, and I have further limited my scope to the

	

)9,	 cultural geography of the United States, with which I am most familiar. While such a per-

	

ng	 spective has obvious shortcomings, the detail and specificity of each case permits an ac-

	

to	 count that is exacting, and at the same time broadly suggestive of the ways that new media

	

ler	 emerge into and engage their cultural and economic contexts as well as the ways that new

	

he	 media are shaped by and help to shape the semiotic, perceptual, and epistemic conditions

	

al- 	that attend and prevail.

	

an
	 By amplifying two specific case studies, one past and one more present, the shape of

	

;ht
	 this book resembles and appreciates the "media archaeologies" produced by a number

	

x- 	of recent critics. As Geert Lovink (2003, 11) generalizes the archaeological perspective,

	

ly,	 "Media archaeology is first and foremost a methodology, a hermeneutic reading of the

	

of
	

`new' against the grain of the past, rather than a telling of the histories of technologies

	

rig
	 from past to present." By reading digital media "into history, not the other way around,"

	

ed
	

Lovink suggests, the media archaeologist seeks a built-in refusal of teleology, of narrative

	

Is,	 explanations that smack structurally of the impositions of metahistory. 19 Since telling a

	

in	 story imposes a logic retrospectively onto events, that is, these critics seek to avoid and

	

so	 thereby critique storytelling. ( Just as-	 and at the same time that—no one in cultural

	

w	 studies wants to admit of technological determinism, no one in cultural studies seems to

	

)e	 want to be historicist according to any but a "new" historicist paradigm.) This helps to ex-

	

v)	 plain Lev Manovich's (2001) "parallels" between Russian constructivist cinema and to-

day's new media. It explains why Alan Liu's (2004b, 72) brilliant comparison of the paper
Dd
	

forms used in Taylorist scientific management and today's "encoded discourse" reveals a
le
	

"surprising bandwidth of connection," in which the past serves only as "an index or place-
ly holder (rather than cause or antecedent) of the future." In short, the impulse to resist his-

torical narrative redraws criticism as a form of "aesthetic" or "literary" undertaking at the
same time that it tends to impose a temporal asymmetry. 2° The past is often represented
discretely, formally, in isolation—as or by means of anecdote--while the present retains
a highly nuanced or lived periodicity, as when Lovink's (2003, 43-44) criticism parses
so carefully the mid-I990s' "mythological-libertarian techno-imagination of Mondo 2000

y

	

	 and Wired; the massification of the medium, accompanied by the dotcom craze; [and] the
consolidation during the 2000-2002 depression," and the networking of today.21

I want to distinguish my method from media archaeology and related cultural studies
e

	

	
in several respects. Media archaeology is rightly and productively mindful of historical nar-
rative as a cultural production of the present. The two case studies that follow seek further
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to pick out related forms of mindfulness in as well as with regard to the past. Why these

two cases? Both describe—even, yes, narrate—moments when the future narratability
of contemporary events was called into question by widely shared apprehensions of tech-

nological and social change as well as by varied engagements—tacit as well as knowing—

with what I refer to as "the data of culture": records and documents, the archivable bits
or irreducible pieces of modern culture that seem archivable under prevailing and evolv-
ing knowledge structures, and that thus suggest, demand, or defy preservation. History

in this sense is no less of a cultural production in the past than it is in the present. My first
case concerns events that occurred during the extended moment at the end of the nine-
teenth century when the humanities emerged in something like their present form, both
institutionally and epistemologically, becoming what Lawrence Veysey (1999, 52) terms

the "special [bulwark] of an orientation toward the past." (The humanities are our past-
oriented disciplines: history, English, classics, philosophy, art history, comparative liter-
ature.) My second case concerns events that occurred during the extended moment at
the end of the twentieth century when the humanities in the United States may have en-
joyed the possibility of centralization, in the form of state sponsorship, yet entered what
is widely perceived as a period of ongoing "crisis?" 22 I offer two case studies in order to

benefit from contrast and comparison, not to refine one at the expense of the other. The
chronological gap between them has helped me keep "one eye focused on historical vari-
ability and the other on [elements of] epistemological constancy" that underwrite the
humanities still, and that like all protocols, can be difficult to see without seeking or con-
triving some penumbra of discontinuity, such as the joint discontinuousness of time

frames and newness of new media rendered in these pages."

In chapter 1 I describe the medium of recorded sound as it was first introduced to the
U.S. public. During the spring and summer of 1878, audiences could pay to see and hear
recordings made and replayed on Edison's initially crude device. A series of lyceum demon-
strations across the United States, together with the many newspaper accounts they stim-

ulated, helped to identify the new medium. Then in 1889-1893, audiences got a second
look and listen. This time they paid for encounters with an improved version of Edison's

machine, adapted to play prerecorded musical selections in public places. Neither en-
deavor lasted or was profitable for very long. While it is easy to reason in hindsight that
these initial endeavors eventually failed because neither the technology nor its support-

ing protocols had successfully been defined yet, one might also argue that neither the

lyceum demonstrations nor the public amusement trade successfully located the U.S.
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public that they supposed. Media and their publics coevolve. Because the demonstrations

of 1878 have never been studied before in any detail, it has never been clear the extent to

which—far from possessing an intrinsic logic of its own—the new medium was experi-

enced as party to the existing, dynamic (and extrinsic) logics of writing, print media, and
public speech. Audiences experienced and helped to construct a coincident yet contra-
vening logic for recorded sound, responding to material features of the new medium as

well as the contexts of its introduction and ongoing reception and development.

As Jurgen Habermas first proposed and subsequent scholars have elaborated, the ex-

trinsic or cultural logics of print media and public speech are particularly important his-
torically because beginning sometime in the seventeenth century, they doubled as the
cultural logic of the bourgeois public sphere. That is, the same assumptions that lay behind

the commonsense intelligibility of publication and public speaking as such also helped to

"determine how the political arena operates," locating an abstract social space for public

discussion and opinion, in which some voices, some expressions, were legitimate--and

legitimated 	 while others were constrained. 24 On one level, Edison's phonograph stum-
bled hard against this public sphere: by intruding on experiences of printedness and
public speaking, the phonograph records of 1878 and 1889-1893 abruptly called its com-

monsense parameters into question, begging a mutual redefinition of print, speech, and
public. On another level, however, Edison and his phonographs were themselves part of

much larger versions of the same questions already being broached. Though Edison
would not, of course, have expressed it this way, he and his invention were part of an on-

going industrialization of communication. (Here's where his telegraphs and telephones
fit in too, along with a massive growth and diversification of print media.) The industri-

alization of communication resulted from as well as abetted new social and economic

structures. These new structures served—anything but abruptly—to jeopardize the very

commonness and sensibleness of the commonsense intelligibility of publication, and also

the boundaries and operations of the political arena. By this account, Edison and the first
phonographs didn't stumble against the public sphere as much as they encountered it
stumbling. The new medium with its emergent norms and standards at this level actually

helped to steady and partly reconstruct a common or normative sense of publicness and
an abstract public, one for which recording and playback were intelligible, and for which
the logic of phonographs and phonograph records might seem to be intrinsic.

The vague, new "social and economic structures" of the previous paragraph deserve
a word of elaboration, since I have described them as causal (if also reciprocal) agents
of media history in the nineteenth century. These new social and economic structures
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included things like modern corporations and the "visible hand" of an emergent manage- 	 helpi

rial class as well as modern markets with centralized trading in securities and commod- 	 orien

ity futures—familiar characters all, in histories of industrialized communication or "the 	 C(

control revolution," as James Beniger (1986) has called it." Less frequently noted in the 	 egori

same accounts but equally pertinent were concomitant social and economic structures 	 new

like an emergent class of wage laborers, the emergent demographics of increased immi- 	 econ,

gration and U.S. imperial expansion, and the related emergence of new, urban mass au- 	 const

diences for print media and public spectacle. If the industrialization of communication 	 soun'

broadly attended social and economic structures such as these, then the new medium of 	 struc

recorded sound consisted in part of protocols expressive of the relationships they en- 	 teent

tailed. This is not to suggest that early phonographs were in some respect either mana- 	 and c

gerial or proletarian. Rather, the commonsense intelligibility of the new medium emerged 	 differ

in keeping with a dialectic between control and differentiation, between the traditional 	 peric

public sphere and its potential new constituents. Predictably, the potential new constituents 	 tocol

most important to the definition of the new medium were also in some respects the least 	 in pa

"other" or alien. Chapter 2 demonstrates in detail that the new medium of recorded sound	 COME

was deeply defined by women, generally middle-class women, who helped to make it a 	 const

new, newly intelligible medium for home entertainment. 	 techr

	

Chapter 2 follows the new medium out of public places and into private homes. That 	 of re

transit, accomplished with such success around 1895 to 1900, scuttled the expectations 	 prow

of Edison and others who thought of phonographs as business machines for taking dicta- 	 ing

tion. Playback not recording emerged as the primary function of the medium and a corn- 	 stand

mercial bonanza for its corporate owners, although dictation phonographs (Dictaphone 	 In

was one trade name) would remain continuously available for sale in the United States 	 withi

until the eventual success of magnetic tape recorders after the Second World War. This 	 than

switch in primary function from dictation to amusement has been popularly explained as 	 hums

both an example of Edison's "accidental genius" (Wired 2002, 92) and the inventor Emile	 to re!

Berliner's "killer application" (Naughton 2000, 245), since Berliner envisioned his ver- ltura

sion of recorded sound, the gramophone, as an amusement device from its first unveiling 	 recor

in 1888. 26 The switch has also been explained as an industrial design triumph: a better 	 sense

power source, cheaper machines, and mass-produced musical recordings. And it has like- 	 incre;

wise been explained as a culture industry coup: star performers, hit records, major labels, 	 Marx

and seductive advertising campaigns. Most accounts agree that consumer demand played 	 that e

a decisive role in making the new medium of recorded sound into a mass medium 	 one	 was ii

that by 1910 was helping to restructure the ways that Americans experienced music and 	 re strt
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helping (along with movies, magazines, comics, vaudeville circuits, and the like) to re-

orient U.S. social life toward ever-increasing leisure consumption.
Consumer demand was decisive, I agree, but part of my argument is that the very cat-

egories of consumer and producer are inadequate to explain fully the deep definition of

new media. When media are new, when their protocols are still emerging and the social,
economic, and material relationships they will eventually express are still in formation,

consumption and production can be notably indistinct. The new medium of recorded
sound became intelligible as a form of home entertainment according to ongoing con-

structions of home and public 	 constructions that relied centrally during the late nine-

teenth century on changing roles for women, and further, changing experiences of gender
and cultural difference. The same broad social contexts have been described as equally, if

differently, defining for telephones, monthly magazines, and motion pictures in the same

period . 27 Women helped to engender a new mutual logic for media and public life. Pro-
tocols and indeed the primary function of the new medium of recorded sound emerged
in part according to contexts involving practices as varied as mimicry by vaudevillian

comediennes and parlor piano playing by ladylike amateurs, shaped by potently gendered

constructions of work and leisure as well as of production and consumption. Even the

technical protocols of the medium, like the hardness of recording surfaces and the design

of recording styli, emerged partly in response to the timbre of women's voices, which
proved tricky to record well (and thus to make public), and therefore informed emerg-
ing commonsense norms for A&R (artists and repertory) and emerging commonsense
standards of acoustic fidelity.

In short, the definition of new media depends intricately on the whole social context
within which production and consumption get defined 	 and defined as distinct 	 rather
than merely on producers and consumers themselves. This is not to diminish the role of

human agents but only to describe more thoroughly where more of them stand in order
to resist, as much as possible, the disavowal of underlying economic structures or cul-

tural politics. At the end of the nineteenth century in the United States, the medium of
recorded sound helped both to destabilize and to steady or partly reconstruct an abstract
sense of publicness, one that increasingly included women, immigrants, and workers
increasingly included "others" 	 as constitutive members. Of course, rather like Groucho
Marx not belonging to any club that would have him as a member, the new sense of public

that emerged was different or other than the old, in the least because the new public sphere
was increasingly experienced as collective of consumers rather than citizens, increasingly
restructured, as Habermas (1989) has indicated, by a cultural premium on publicity and
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public taste. Not that I wish to romanticize the Habermasian bourgeois public sphere or

overstate its debatable explanatory power. The public is a "practical fiction," in Michael
Warner's (2002, 8) terms, based in the United States on whiteness and masculinity. Its

conception, however, "is unthinkable," Michael Geisler (1999, 99) explains, "without the
centripetal power of media to offset the centrifugal force" of social differentiation."

This dialectic between control and differentiation, between existing media publics and

their potential new constituents, has emerged in a slightly different form today as a cen-
tral device in the growing literature on globalization. Intuitively, worldwide digital and

satellite communications pull people together, and in doing so they moderate differences

and homogenize cultures. In this literature, media serve as instruments of Western cul-
tural imperialism and mature finance capital, creating a global village of increasingly Amer-

icanized consumers. Culturally, globalization is a process involving worldwide transfers
of technology and translocations of people 	 migrations, diasporas, and displacements
that is resisted hopelessly, if at all, by the centrifugal pressures of localism. However ap-

posite this dark picture may be, it is painted with a broad brush, the wide strokes of which
threaten to blur away the very localism they purport to show in decline and at the same

time exaggerate the ways in which today's new media are distinctively new.

It will pay to remember that at the beginning of the twentieth century, the medium of
recorded sound formed part of an increasingly global economy marked by flows of capi-
tal and commodities on an unprecedented scale—flows that would dwindle abruptly

with the First World War and then remain unmatched in magnitude until the end of the
century. 29 The new medium depended on a worldwide trade in materials 	 like German
chemicals and Indian lac (the insect secretion required to make the shellac for records)—
as well as recording artists, recording studios, and phonograph and gramophone dealers

around the world. As Andrew Jones (2001, 54) puts it, "This new (and immensely prof-
itable) industry was 	 from its very inception 	 transnational in character." The British
Gramophone Company established subsidiaries in India in 1901, Russia in 1902, and Iran
in 1906. In 1907, Edison's National Phonograph Company (never more than a bit player

on the international scene) had subsidiaries in Europe, Australia, Argentina, and Mexico.

By then, mass-produced musical records were available to consumers in Budapest and
Sydney, Santiago and Beijing, Johannesburg and Jersey City. Although capitalization and

manufacturing remained based primarily in the United States, Britain, France, and Ger-
many, record-pressing plants opened in India in 1908 and China in 1914, and similar
efforts were made with varying success in Australia in 1907 and Japan in 1911."

Record labels soon succeeded around the globe, including the Lebanese Baidaphone

label, for instance, which supplied customers across the Middle East, but had its records
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manufactured in Berlin from master disks produced in Beirut. By 1913, the Argentinean

Discos Nacional label had its own studio and factory, and was selling millions of records
a year in Argentina, while many of its tango recordings were also being issued in Europe

under other labels.'' The result was as much a matter of negotiating and circulating cul-

tural difference as it was of homogenizing cultures or consumption. The popular success

of recording helped to foster "a vast range of new urban popular musics" (A. Jones 2001, 54),
adaptive indigenous expressions that flourished amid cultural politics at once local and

global. By some accounts, the American Columbia label issued more "foreign" titles within

the United States than it did other ones, so successful were its efforts to supply the nation's
immigrant audiences and niche markets between 1908 and 1923 (Gronow 1982, 5)."

Meanwhile, the Gramophone Company in India issued catalogs in Punjabi, Urdu, Hindi,
Bengali, Tamil, Telegu, and Malayalam, at the same time that it employed at least one

popular artist who recorded in English, Arabic, Kutchi, Turkish, Sanskrit, and Pushtu.33
What these examples suggest about media is far more interesting and complicated

than the homogenization or Americanization of cultures, or the unparalleled purchase of
the globalizing postmodern. Media help to "organize and reorganize popular perceptions of

difference within a global economic order," so that increasingly "one's place is not so much a
matter of authentic location or rootedness but one's relationship to economic, political,
technological, and cultural flows" (Curtin, 2001, 338). Increasingly, in other words, global
media help to create a world in which people are not local only because of where they are
or are from but also because of their relationships to media representations of localism and

its fate. Even before the First World War, the experience of playing records and consum-
ing the varied conventions of recording 	 including the varied patterns of commodifica-
tion 	 turned the new medium of recorded sound into "something like the first global
vernacular" (Hansen 1999, 68). 34 Here, I am drawing on Michael Curtin's description of
television today and Miriam Hansen's account of Hollywood films in the "classical" period,

but their points do hold nicely for early recorded sound and first-wave globalization.

Recorded sound remained new in the first years of the twentieth century in something of
the same sense that digital communications remain new at the beginning of the twenty-
first: widely perceived as technologically advanced and advancing, globally connected

amid intense competition, unstinting hype, and increasingly open and extensive markets.

Of course, there are differences between globalization now and globalization then as well

as between different constructions of the new. The comparative study of media must be
exactingly contrastive. Yet there are obvious parallels to be drawn too, and I think 	 it may
be clear by now—that the early history of recorded sound holds a particular resonance
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for envisioning what can today be called the early history of digital media. Part of this res- 	 could "i

onance is superficial, but part of it involves the idea of history itself 	 what it means to 	 graph s

experience a sense of history or historical fact, what it means to write the early history 	 from n

of anything, and what the histories of media specifically involve. In part because recorded 	 inscribi

sound developed in ways that its earliest promoters and audiences did not expect, and be- 	 render(

cause digital networks have likewise developed in unanticipated ways, both cases offer a 	 a cultu

chance to cut across the technological determinism of popular accounts while at the same 	 feed

time allowing a more nuanced sense of how the material features of media and the social 	 scriptic

circulation of material things help variously to shape both meaning and communication. 	 to the (

Media histories that lack this conjoined interest in the material and the historiographical 	 Dig

have tended to dismiss or diminish the importance of phonographs in favor of electronic 	 rious t.

contemporaries, particularly telegraph and telephone networks, which so intuitively be-	 vvrittei

gan to "dematerialize" communication along the trajectory that distributed digital net- 	 progra
working today extends. 3S	 I can b■

	

At the broadest level, the initial development of recorded sound for improved business 	 sibly th

communications and its eventual incarnation as (at least primarily) a domestic amusement 	 where

do suggest a number of immediate parallels to digital media. Like the transition from	 the pr<

mainframe computers to PCs, the new medium became less centralized and expensive to 	 execut

use as well as more "personal" with better storage capacity. Like the text-based World 	 I have
Wide Web developed at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) and 	 tender

then transformed by the success of a more image-inclusive browser, Mosaic, written by	 ping tc

programmers at the University of Illinois, the new medium of recorded sound was 	 "flicke

stripped of its research and development (R & D) past and became broadly commercial- 	 of rec(

ized. And like MP 3 files and file-sharing technology for downloading music, the new 	 tury, t

medium distributed music in a new format, challenging existing market structures and 	 the on

provoking the hitter disputes over intellectual property that I have analyzed elsewhere. 	 ten," S

	

Though suggestive, comparisons like these can also be pretty glib, and I want to dwell 	 magnc

instead on another kind of parallel between recorded sound and digital media. This is a 	 casual
book less about sound than about text, less about the political economy of music than 	 ful fict

about the social experience of meaning as a material fact. Edison's phonograph inscribed 	 Dif

in a new way, one that many of its first users evidently found mysterious. The inscriptions	 demo]

that Edison's phonograph made were tangible, portable, and immutable: records. But un- 	 scienc
like more familiar inscriptions, they were also illegible. No person could read recordings 	 micro

the way a person reads handwritten scrawls, printed pages, or musical notes, or even the 	 applic

way a person examines a photograph or drawing to glean its meaning. Only machines 	 work
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could "read" (that is, "play") those delicately incised grooves. To top it off, Edison's phono-

graph seemed to inscribe or "capture" sound indiscriminately, capaciously 	 anything
from noise to music 	 without regard for the speaker or the source. And it seemed to
inscribe directly, without using ears, eyes, hands, a pencil, or an alphabet. The accounts

rendered here of 1878 and 1889-1893 (chapter 1) and 1895-1910 (chapter 2) are in part

a cultural history of the ways these new inscriptions were apprehended and commodi-
fied 	 that is, the ways these new inscriptions became gradually less mysterious as in-
scriptions and more transparent as forms of or aids to cultural memory, part of and party
to the data of culture.

Digital media inscribe too, and they do so in what are mysterious new ways. (Myste-
rious to me, at least, and anyone else without an engineering background.) I see words
written on my computer screen, for instance, and I know its operating system and other

programs have been written by programmers, but the only related inscriptions of which

I can be fully confident are the ones that come rolling out of the attached printer, and pos-
sibly the ones that I am told were literally printed onto chips that have been installed some-
where inside. At least inscriptions like printer output and microprocessor circuits share

the properties of tangibility, portability, and immutability. The others? Who knows? I
execute commands to save my data files 	 texts, graphics, sounds- —but in saving them,
I have no absolute sense of digital savability as a quality that is familiarly material. I have

tended to chalk this up to the difference between the virtual and the real, without stop-

ping to ponder what virtual inscriptions (N. Katherine Hayles 11999, 30-311 calls them
"flickering signifiers") could possibly be. 36 Like the mysteries surrounding the inscription
of recorded sound onto surfaces of tinfoil and then wax at the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury, the mysteries surrounding the virtual inscription of digital documents are part of
the ongoing definition of these new media in and as they relate to history. History "is writ-

ten," Steve Jones (1999, 23) imagines, for instance, "in the electrons, generally, or [the]
magnetic particles or pits and valleys that make up" different storage media. Like so many

casual appeals to itty-bitty ones and zeros, there is an element of practical fantasy or use-
ful fiction here that makes a difference to the emergent meanings of digital media.

Different inscriptions do make a difference. The sociologist Bruno Latour (1990) has
demonstrated just how powerful inscriptions (his "immutable mobiles") are in the work of
science. Scientists collect and circulate inscriptions, using some inscriptions 	 like electron
micrographs, data sheets, lab notes, and cited articles 	 to produce others 	 -such as grant
applications and scientific papers for refereed journals. Other disciplines or types of inquiry

work this way too. Classicists, for instance, work partly with inscribed archaeological
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artifacts (stone tablets, coins, and so on) and inscribed archival ones (papyrus, vellum,

and paper; manuscripts, print editions, concordances, and monographs). And of course,

society at large depends on oodles of different inscriptions, everything from street signs,

newspapers, and videos, to medical charts, price tags, and paperbacks. The relative func-
tions or merits of different sorts of inscriptions can be difficult to parse, particularly if
one is unfamiliar with the social contexts in which they circulate. There are inscriptions
that make sense in broad contexts (any adult knows how a ten-dollar bill works, for ex-

ample) and others that make sense only in exactingly narrow contexts (like a baby pic-

ture, a dry-cleaning ticket, or the tiny accession numbers painted by a museum curator
onto a rare specimen). Whole new modes of inscription-	 such as capturing sounds by
phonograph in 1878, or creating and saving digital files today—make sense as a result of
social processes that define their efficacy as simultaneously material and semiotic. A com-

puter engineer can explain how digital files really are created and saved, but I would in-
sist that the vernacular experience of this creatability and savability makes at least as much
difference to the ongoing social definition (that is, the uses) of new, digital media.

Because they are at some level material, one important quality that all inscriptions
share is a relationship with the past. Whether scribbled down just a second ago or chis-

eled into stone during the sixth millennium BCE, whether captured in the blink of a shut-

ter or accumulated over months and years of bookkeeping, inscriptions attest to the

moments of their own inscription in the past. In this sense, they instantiate the history

that produced them, and thus help to direct any retrospective sense of what history in
general is. 37 For example, the history of the Salem witch trials is known largely because
people at the time wrote about them. These documents contain legible information, but
they also carry plenty of other data by virtue of their materiality 	 their material exis-
tence and material or forensic properties. Historians today read the Salem documents, of

course, yet they also "read the background"; they analyze the written words, but they also
assess the look, feel, and smell of the paper, sometimes without even realizing they're do-
ing so." A shared sense of writing, of what can be written down and what cannot, also

helps make them comprehensible in a lot of subtle ways. A whole social context for and
of writing existed then in Massachusetts, and a related context presently exists, although

today's tacit knowledge of writing includes influential details about what writing isn't:
it isn't like photography; it isn't like sound recording. Modes of inscription that Salem
witches and divines could never have imagined in the seventeenth century are now subtly
and unavoidably part of the way that seventeenth-century inscriptions are understood.

This means that media are reflexive historical subjects. Inscriptive media in particular
are so bound up in the operations of history that historicizing them is devilishly difficult.
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There's no getting all of the way "outside" them to perform the work of historical de-

scription or analysis. 39 Our sense of history 	 of facticity in relation to the past—is in-

extricable from our experience of inscription, of writing, print, photography, sound

recording, cinema, and now (one must wonder) digital media that save text, image, and
sound. The chapters that follow are in one sense argumentative examples of exactly this.

They demonstrate how new modes of inscription are complicated within the meaning
and practice of history, the subjects, items, instruments, and workings of public memory.

Inquiring into the history of a medium that helped to construct that inquiring itself is sort
of like attempting to stand in the same river twice: impossible, but it is important to try,
at least so the (historicity of the) grounds of inquiry become clear.

How does the same sort of reflexivity complicate today's new media? How is doing a

history of the World Wide Web, for instance, already structured by the Web itself? How
is digital inscription, with its mysteriously virtual pages and files, part of an emergent,

new sense of history for the digital age? Chapters 3 and 4 pursue questions like these in

different yet complementary ways. Chapter 3 looks at some of the earliest instances of
digitally networked text. It asks how creators and users of the ARPANET, the precursor

to the Internet, experienced computer networks as requiring or related to inscription.

What was the larger economy of inscription and inscriptiveness within which they expe-
rienced digitally networked text? What were the documents amid and against which dig-
ital ones might have been defined? Like chapter 1 in its focus on 1878 and 1889-1893,

chapter 3 opens a narrow window, 1968-1972, in order to glimpse a new medium at its

newest. Then, like chapter 2, chapter 4 broadens this prospect by focusing on later, more
popular uses of still-emergent digital media. It asks how history is represented on the

World Wide Web and how the Web is being used to represent its own history. Further,
it asks how using the Web may be prompting users to underlying assumptions about the
new and the old, about a sense of time, a sense of present and past, and even a sense of

ending. My idea is that this last question, about using the Web, is the one that reveals just
how linked the first two are: history on the Web and history of the Web. These are not
identical, of course, but they are inextricable.40

Like the missionaries who wrote histories of the Americas seemingly moments after

stepping off their ships from Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, a good

number of people have already written histories of the Internet and the World Wide Web.
Although the first Web server only went online in 1990, for instance, "The orthodox ac-

counts ([Vannevar] Bush to [Doug] Engelbart to [Ted] Nelson to everything else)," admits
Michael Joyce (2001, 211), have already taken "on the old testamentary feel of the Book
of Numbers: 'Of the children of Manasseh by their generations, after their families, by
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the house of their fathers." 41 The Moses or Edison of these patrilineal accounts tends to be
Timothy Berners-Lee, the computer scientist at CERN who wrote and released the Web's

basic architecture, prompted the first generation of browsers, and now heads the World

Wide Web Consortium (W3C) based at MIT. 42 He and his colleague, Robert Cailliau,

pitched the Web to their employer as an information management tool for CERN's own

continued work in particle physics. Chapter 4 will look further into how this history of

the Web is being told, as well as how the Web appears in some respects to resist history.

Beyond CERN, the broader physics community made early use of the World Wide

Web. For instance, the library at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) soon
offered Web-based access to "preprints"----articles that are on their way through the peer-

review process, but that haven't appeared in print or electronically yet with the final im-

primatur of a refereed journal. The new accessibility of preprints made them not more

authoritative but certainly more integral to the work of physicists. The practice of doing
physics (like doing classics, as it happens) changed in keeping with the accessibility and

abundance of what had before been inscriptions that circulated slowly and in narrow con-
texts. 43 Elsewhere on the disciplinary map, doing art history has also changed in similar
ways, but it changed first in the early twentieth century with the advent of slide lectures

as a defining pedagogical practice. As Robert Nelson (2000, 417, 422) explains, the slide
in an art history lecture gets referred to and treated not as a "copy of an original, but as

the object itself," so that "arguments based upon slides alone are persuasive, even if the
evidence only exists within the rhetorical/technological parameters of the lecture itself"
(as, for instance, "when objects of greatly different sizes and from unrelated cultures are

regarded as comparable because they appear side by side in the slide lecture"). According
to Nelson, the result was a gradually more inductive and positivistic discipline; because

or as part of the widespread adoption of slides in lecturing, artworks became self-evident
facts in a new way.

There is an anachronistic or before-the-fact echo of Hayles's flickering signifier here
in the lecture hall, with new layers of semiotic process between art students and their
subjects. But what these thumbnail histories of disciplines help to suggest more broadly

is that the properties, accessibility, and abundance of inscriptions matter to their factic-
ity, not what's true or false but rather what counts as knowledge and what doesn't, what

questions seem interesting and important to ask.'" And if the facticity and practices of

doing physics and doing art history have changed in accordance with changing modes of
inscription, it seems reasonable to think that the disciplinary practice of doing media his-

tory is changing with the media that it does history to.
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